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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents G-WHARP, for Green Wake-up and HARvesting-based energy-Predictive forwarding, a
wake-up radio-based forwarding strategy for wireless networks equipped with energy harvesting capabilities
(green wireless networks). Following a learning-based approach, G-WHARP blends energy harvesting and
wake-up radio technology to maximize energy efficiency and obtain superior network performance. Nodes
autonomously decide on their forwarding availability based on a Markov Decision Process (MDP) that takes
into account a variety of energy-related aspects, including the currently available energy and that harvestable
in the foreseeable future. Solution of the MDP is provided by a computationally light heuristic based on a
simple threshold policy, thus obtaining further computational energy savings. The performance of G-WHARP
is evaluated via GreenCastalia simulations, where we accurately model wake-up radios, harvestable energy,
and the computational power needed to solve the MDP. Key network and system parameters are varied,
including the source of harvestable energy, the network density, wake-up radio data rate and data traffic.
We also compare the performance of G-WHARP to that of two state-of-the-art data forwarding strategies,
namely GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR. Results show that G-WHARP limits energy expenditures while achieving
low end-to-end latency and high packet delivery ratio. Particularly, it consumes up to 34% and 59% less energy
than CTP-WUR and GreenRoutes, respectively.

1. Introduction

With 14.2 billions of connected things in 2019, over 41.6 billions
expected by 2025, and a total spending on endpoints and services that
will reach well over $1.1 trillion by the end of 2026, the Internet of
Things (IoT) is poised to have a transformative impact on the way
we live and on the way we work [1–3]. The vision of this ‘‘connected
continuum’’ of objects and people, however, comes with a wide variety
of challenges, especially for those IoT networks whose devices rely on
some forms of depletable energy support. This has prompted research
on hardware and software solutions aimed at decreasing the depen-
dence of devices from ‘‘pre-packaged’’ energy provision (e.g., batteries),
leading to devices capable of harvesting energy from the environment,
and to networks – often called green wireless networks – whose lifetime
is virtually infinite.

Despite the promising advances of energy harvesting technologies,
IoT devices are still doomed to run out of energy due to their inherent
constraints on resources such as storage, processing and communica-
tion, whose energy requirements often exceed what harvesting can
provide. The communication circuitry of prevailing radio technology,
especially, consumes relevant amount of energy even when in idle
state, i.e., even when no transmissions or receptions occur. Even duty
cycling, namely, operating with the radio in low energy consumption
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(sleep) mode for pre-set amounts of time, has been shown to only
mildly alleviate the problem of making IoT devices durable [4]. An
effective answer to eliminate all possible forms of energy consumption
that are not directly related to communication (e.g., idle listening) is
provided by ultra low power radio triggering techniques, also known
as wake-up radios [5,6]. Wake-up radio-based networks allow devices
to remain in sleep mode by turning off their main radio when no
communication is taking place. Devices continuously listen for a trigger
on their wake-up radio, namely, for a wake-up sequence, to activate their
main radio and participate to communication tasks. Therefore, devices
wake up and turn their main radio on only when data communication
is requested by a neighboring device. Further energy savings can be
obtained by restricting the number of neighboring devices that wake up
when triggered. This is obtained by allowing devices to wake up only
when they receive specific wake-up sequences, which correspond to
particular protocol requirements, including distance from the destina-
tion, current energy status, residual energy, etc. This form of selective
awakenings is called semantic addressing [7]. Use of low-power wake-up
radio with semantic addressing has been shown to remarkably reduce
the dominating energy costs of communication and idle listening of
traditional radio networking [7–12].

This paper contributes to the research on enabling green wireless
networks for long lasting IoT applications. Specifically, we introduce a
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wake-up radio and learning-based forwarding strategy aimed at min-
imizing energy consumption and end-to-end latency, while maximiz-
ing packet delivery ratio. Our solution, named G-WHARP for Green
Wake-up and HARvesting-based energy-Predictive forwarding, takes
full advantage of wake-up radio technologies and harvestable energy
to achieve great energy efficiency and corresponding superior per-
formance. Forwarding availability decisions are driven by the energy
capabilities of each device, taking into account consumed and available
energy as well as the energy that can be predicted to be harvested in
the near future. Key contributions of this paper include the following.

• We present G-WHARP, a data forwarding solution that smartly
harnesses the joint benefits of energy harvesting and wake-up
radios with semantic addressing to obtain superior network per-
formance while minimizing the time devices are off for lack of
energy. Devices determine their forwarding availability by run-
ning a Markov Decision Process (MDP) that allows them to wake
up based on their energy availability and on the ability to advance
data closer to their destination. Wake-up semantic addressing is
used to avoid waking up devices with no forwarding availability
(as determined by the MDP), and hence eliminating the power
consumption due to unnecessary idle time and communication.

• The MDP is solved at each device by running a computationally
light heuristic based on a simple threshold policy. This further
induces energy savings that are enough to offset the lack of
optimality of the heuristic.

• We provide a detailed GreenCastalia-based [13] investigation of
the performance of G-WHARP in several realistic scenarios. The
performance of our protocol is first evaluated by varying key pro-
tocol and system parameters, including energy harvesting sources,
network density, wake-up radio data rate and data traffic. We
then compare the performance of G-WHARP to that of two state-
of-the-art data forwarding solutions for green wireless networks
with wake-up radio capabilities. The two solutions are Green-
Routes, an end-to-end energy-driven route selection and cross-
layer data forwarding protocol [8], and CTP-WUR, a traditional
tree-based routing solution [9]. Results show that G-WHARP
clearly outperforms the other solutions. Particularly, G-WHARP
consumes up to 34% and 59% less energy than CTP-WUR and
GreenRoutes, respectively, allowing devices to remain operational
for at least 93.7% of the simulated time. With much more nodes
that are up for longer time, G-WHARP obtains a data packet
latency that is up to 42% and 66% lower than that of CTP-
WUR and GreenRoutes, respectively. Packet delivery ratio is also
positively affected: We observe that G-WHARP delivers up to
26% more packets than CTP-WUR and 10% more packets of those
delivered by GreenRoutes.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we discuss state-of-the-art communication solutions for wake-up radio-
based wireless sensor networks. Details on the scenarios considered,
along with the description of G-WHARP, are presented in Section 3.
Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 4, where
we initially evaluate the performance of G-WHARP when varying gen-
eral system parameters (Section 4.2) and we then present results by
comparing G-WHARP to two state-of-the-art forwarding strategies (Sec-
tion 4.3). Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Battery-related energy limitations of traditional wireless devices
have always raised crucial performance concerns among researchers
and practitioners in the field of wireless IoT and wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs). In time, this has led research toward self-sustainable
networks, such as those whose devices are powered by energy har-
vesters. The theoretically unlimited power supply from energy har-
vesting alleviates battery depletion, allowing network operations to

last well beyond those of traditional WSNs. Over the past years, green
wireless networks have attracted considerable interest, leading to the
design of solutions at all layers of the networking stack [14–17].
Despite devices can harvest ambient energy and replenish their energy
storage, they can still run out of energy, causing network disruption
and performance degradation. Extra energy savings could be provided
by wake-up radios, especially by those with semantic addressing capa-
bilities, whose application to WSNs has prompted new design of both
networking hardware and software [5,9,10,18–22].

Despite the host of routing solutions proposed for energy harvesting-
based WSNs and for WSNs with devices with wake-up radios, few works
have been concerned with forwarding strategies reaping the benefits
of the joint usage of these technologies. In the rest of this section we
review these solutions, as they are the most pertinent to our work.

GreenRoutes is a cross-layer end-to-end energy-aware forwarding
strategy [8]. Relays are chosen based on their distance from the sink
and on the available residual energy along recently traveled routes.
GreenRoutes implements semantic wake-up addressing to wake up only
the most energy-capable devices that are also closer to the sink. It is a
cross-layer protocol in that a sender jointly solves the problems of relay
selection and channel access by engaging in an RTS/CTS handshake
with its neighbors that have been woken up. As such, packets may
incur higher delivery latency because of the need of waiting for the
handshake to be completed before their transmission. In order to reduce
latency, GreenRoutes forwards data packets to a known and already
used relay, whose ID is cached for a predefined time.

GREEN-WUP is a routing protocol introduced by Petrioli et al. for
networks with wake-up radios and energy harvesting capabilities [7].
Nodes take advantage of semantic awakenings to wake up those neigh-
bors with higher energy and that are (one hop) closer to the sink.
Similarly to GreenRoutes, awaken devices indicate their availability to
forward packets through the transmission of a Clear-To-Send (CTS)
packet. Even though GREEN-WUP concerns green wireless networks,
it does not consider harvested energy in that semantic addresses only
encode hop count and the current energy level of a device.

A learning-based data forwarding solution for green wireless net-
works, called WHARP for Wake-up and HARvesting-based energy-
Predictive forwarding, has been proposed in [23] by Basagni et al.
WHARP is an MDP-aided forwarding strategy that features wake-
up radios with semantic addressing. It is also cross-layer in that it
uses the RTC/CTS mechanism for channel access. As in GreenRoutes
both RTC/CTS are sent on the main radio. Nodes proactively decide
whether they will participate to the forwarder selection process based
on their residual energy, expected harvesting intake, and an estimation
of the energy consumption incurred for forwarding packets. Nodes in
WHARP solve the MDP through the Backward Value Iteration (BVI)
method striving to converge to energy optimal routes at the cost of
non-negligible computational energy expenditure [24].

The forwarding strategy proposed in this paper is ‘‘greener’’, i.e.,
more energy efficient and tailored to the needs of most WSN ap-
plications, of all these previous solutions for wake-up radio-based
green wireless networks. Using WHARP as a ‘‘prototype’’, G-WHARP
jointly combines cross-layer benefits, energy-efficient heuristics to solve
complex learning-based machinery, optimized ID caching and wake-
up radio-enabled semantic addressing to produce superior performance
and afford networks with remarkably longer lasting operations.

3. G-WHARP

This section provides the details of the G-WHARP forwarding strat-
egy. We start by describing the green networking scenario considered in
the paper (Section 3.1). In Section 3.2 we present the MDP framework
at the core of G-WHARP packet forwarding. Section 3.3 concludes the
description of G-WHARP by providing details on packet forwarding
operations.
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3.1. Network scenario

We consider a multi-hop wireless network consisting of 𝑁 devices
(also called nodes) that are statically deployed in a given area of
interest. Nodes are endowed with sensors that produce data accord-
ing to the requirements of specific applications. They also wirelessly
communicate with each other to deliver data to a network collector
node, the sink, for processing and/or further forwarding. As the distance
between a node and the sink might be exceeding their transmission
range, data may have to follow multi-hop routes. All nodes but the sink
harvest energy from the environment and store it in a supercapacitor.
Each node is also equipped with two transceivers, namely, the main
radio and the wake-up radio, operating at different frequencies. The
wake-up transceiver is always on. The main radio, instead, can either
be awake or asleep, which corresponds to very different levels of power
consumption. The two transceivers have different sensitivities leading
to ranges 𝑅𝑚 and 𝑅𝑤 for the main and wake-up radio, respectively. We
assume that each node 𝑖 knows its minimum hop distance from the sink,
namely its hop count HC𝑖, computed with respect to the wake-up radio
range.1

Prior to data forwarding (which always happens on the main radio),
sender nodes use their wake-up radio to selectively awake specific
nodes one of which will be selected as the forwarder. To this aim,
each node in the network (but the sink, which is always up) chooses
a set of wake-up addresses and wakes up only when its wake-up radio
receives a sequence corresponding to one of the addresses in the set.
A wake-up address, which is a sequence of 𝑚 bits, can identify a
specific node 𝑖, i.e., it represents its unique ID𝑖 (statically assigned
wake-up address), or it can be chosen to signify the node state, which
depends on protocol-specific parameters, e.g., distance from the sink,
current energy, memory availability, etc. (semantic addresses, assigned
dynamically [7]). In G-WHARP each node 𝑖 has always two addresses:
Its ID𝑖 and a dynamic address jointly encoding its hop distance from
the sink HC𝑖 and its availability to forward packets, which is a single
bit information determined by executing learning-based algorithms (see
below). The dynamic address has therefore the following format:

HC𝑖 Forwarding availability
𝑚 − 1 bits 1 bit

where the forwarding availability bit is set to either ‘‘green’’, if the node
is currently available to be selected as a forwarder, or to ‘‘red’’, if it is
not. Let us now consider a node 𝑖 whose hop count HC𝑖 is 𝓁𝑖 and that
has a packet to forward. The G-WHARP routing strategy aims at waking
up only those neighbors of node 𝑖 that are one hop closer to the sink
and that are energy-capable of packet forwarding. Consequently, node
𝑖 will broadcast the following wake-up sequence:

𝓁𝑖 − 1 green
𝑚 − 1 bits 1 bit

Upon receiving this sequence, only nodes whose wake-up address
matches the sequence broadcast by node 𝑖 will wake up their main
radio, and will participate to the forwarder selection process. All other
nodes, whether because they are not closer to the sink than node 𝑖 or
because they are not available to be forwarders (e.g., for lack of energy)
will stay asleep. Finally, if and when node 𝑖 needs to wake up a specific
neighbor 𝑗 with unique identifier ID𝑗 , it transmits the 𝑚-bit wake-up
sequence that represents ID𝑗 .

1 Hop count determination can be performed through a wake-up radio-
based broadcast protocol initiated by the sink. The protocol is executed at the
start of network operations to ensure that all nodes set up their hop distance
from the sink, and may be repeated periodically to keep the hop count updated
to deal with temporary node outages. The FLOOD-WUP protocol in an example
of this kind of broadcast protocols [7].

3.2. An MDP-based framework for G-WHARP

In this section we define the formal components of the Markov De-
cision Process (MDP) that constitutes the pivotal step of G-WHARP data
forwarding [25]. Particularly, we provide the mathematical machinery
that allows each node to decide whether to make itself available to data
forwarding, i.e., whether to wake up the main radio to be a potential
forwarder for a data packet. Eventually, the output of the MDP-based
computation is a simple flag, either green or red, that along with the
node HC will determine its current dynamic wake-up address.
Notation. Nodes take forwarding availability decisions periodically,
i.e., every decision epoch 𝑛, 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ �̂�, where �̂� is the maximum
finite number of decision epochs. Once a decision is taken, it stays the
same for the duration of the epoch. The set  = {0,… , 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥} contains
discretized values of node energy. With 𝑏𝑛 we indicate the amount of
energy stored in the supercapacitor of a node at the start of decision
epoch 𝑛. With ℎ𝑛 we denote the energy that is expected to be harvested
in decision epoch 𝑛, determined with some form of energy predictors,
e.g., AEWMA [26]. Concerning energy, we consider the following
definitions (all related to the 𝑛th epoch). With 𝑒𝑠𝑛 we indicate the energy
consumed for sensing and for transmitting locally produced data. This
value is estimated based on sensing and packet transmissions in the
previous epoch. The value 𝑒𝑓𝑛 denotes the energy spent to forward data
packets from other nodes. We assume that 𝑒𝑓𝑛 follows some specified
probability distribution 𝑝𝑒𝑓 continuously estimated by each node during
its operations. The expected available energy at the end of the 𝑛th
epoch, when no data packets from other nodes have been forwarded,
is 𝑒𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 − 𝑒𝑠𝑛.
State space . In each epoch 𝑛, every node is in a state 𝑠𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛 where
𝑏𝑛 ∈ . Node 𝑖 is in state 𝑠𝑛 = 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 if its supercapacitor is full, whereas
a node with an empty supercapacitor is in state 𝑠𝑛 = 0. In this case, the
node shuts down (all-off state).
Action space . In any given state 𝑠𝑛 ∈  in epoch 𝑛 a node can take one
of two possible actions, indicating whether it is available to forward a
data packet or not, i.e., indicating its current forwarding availability.
Particularly, the action space  is composed by the two actions 𝑎𝑔
and 𝑎𝑟 corresponding to positive forwarding availability (green) and to
negative forwarding availability (red), respectively.
Transitions and transition probabilities. Transitions from state 𝑠𝑛 to
state 𝑠𝑛+1 depend on the current state (𝑠𝑛 ∈ ) and on the action
(𝑎𝑛 ∈ ) taken in the current decision epoch 𝑛. Formally:

𝑠𝑛+1 =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑒𝑛 if 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟 ∧ 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 > 𝑒𝑠𝑛

𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 if 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑔 ∧ 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 > 𝑒𝑓𝑛 + 𝑒𝑠𝑛

0 otherwise.

(1)

Particularly, if a node decided not to be available for forwarding
(𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟) and it has enough energy to transmit its own data packets
(i.e., 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 > 𝑒𝑠𝑛), then its next state 𝑠𝑛+1 will be 𝑒𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 − 𝑒𝑠𝑛.
If it decided to be available (𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑔) and if it has enough energy to
transmit its own packets and to forward data packets from neighboring
nodes, then its next state 𝑠𝑛+1 is 𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 . Finally, independently of the
action taken in the 𝑛th epoch, if a node does not have enough energy
to transmit/forward any data packet, then the next state will be all-off
(𝑠𝑛+1 = 0).

Nodes transit from state 𝑠𝑛 to state 𝑠𝑛+1 according to a certain
probability, after an action 𝑎𝑛 has been taken. If a node at state 𝑠𝑛
decides not to forward packets, i.e., 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟, then it transits to state
𝑠𝑛+1 with probability 𝑃 𝑎𝑟

𝑠𝑛→𝑠𝑛+1 = 1. When a node chooses to forward

packets, i.e., 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑔 , it transits to the next state with the following
probability:

𝑃
𝑎𝑔
𝑠𝑛→𝑠𝑛+1 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) if 𝑏𝑛+1 > 0
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =𝑒𝑛

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) if 𝑏𝑛+1 = 0. (2)
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If a node is not all-off (i.e., 𝑏𝑛+1 > 0), then the transition probability
coincides with the probability 𝑝𝑒

𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) of consuming the energy 𝑒𝑓𝑛 < 𝑒𝑛

for forwarding packets from other nodes. Otherwise, the transition
probability corresponds to the probability of consuming energy for
forwarding any number of packets that would exceed the available
energy 𝑒𝑛.
Reward function. In G-WHARP nodes should be available to forward
packets with the goal of maximizing their operational time, namely,
maximize the time when they are not all-off. When nodes decide to
forward packets, i.e., 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑔 , the MDP-based model in G-WHARP
rewards them, while it penalizes them when they go all-off. More
formally, when a node decides to forward packets:

𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) = 𝑟 ⋅
𝑒𝑛
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) − 𝑐 ⋅

∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =𝑒𝑛

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ), (3)

where 𝑟 is the reward that a node gets if it does not run out of energy
in the current decision epoch, and 𝑐 is the penalty cost if it goes all-
off. Reward and penalty costs are weighted by the probability that the
energy consumption of forwarding packets is lower and higher than the
available energy in a decision epoch, respectively. If a node decides not
to forward packets, i.e., 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟, then its reward 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑟) becomes 0.
Nodes that run out of energy while transmitting their own data do not
get a penalty.
Deciding forwarding availability. In order for a node to evaluate how
good it would be as a forwarder in a given state 𝑠𝑛, MDP theory
states that a value function should be defined that depends on all
the ‘‘ingredients’’ that we have defined so far, namely, 𝑠𝑛 and 𝑎𝑛 and
the expected reward 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) associated to them. For each state, the
optimal decision about forwarding availability, namely, the policy that
maximizes the value function, satisfies a Bellman optimality equation.
Solving this equation for determining such an optimal policy can
be done using a host of methods, such as Backward Value Iteration
(BVI) [25]. However, these solution methods have a non-negligible
computational cost, which can be as impactful on network performance
as communication operations. This suggests to resort to computation-
ally simpler heuristic solutions, which trade off optimality with energy
savings.2 Algorithm ComputeAction summarizes the operations executed
by node 𝑖 running G-WHARP for computing its forwarding availability
using a heuristic approach. The algorithm is performed at the beginning
of each decision epoch 𝑛, 0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ �̂�, when in state 𝑠𝑛 and with energy
harvesting prediction ℎ𝑛. The node starts by computing the expected
energy 𝑒𝑛 using the expected harvested energy, its current energy and
the energy needed for sensing and transmitting its own packets (line 1).
The reward function is then computed as defined by Eq. (3) (line 2).
Forwarding availability is then decided according to a simple threshold
policy, for which if the computed reward is strictly positive the node
will be available to forward (green), and not (red) otherwise. The
availability of node 𝑖 for decision epoch 𝑛 is stored in the global variable
Avail𝑖 (lines 3 to 6). (Details on the rationale and proofs of the heuristic
solution used in this work can be found in Appendix [24].)

It is worth noting that all information needed for a node to peri-
odically run Algorithm ComputeAction are local to the node itself. As
each node runs its own energy predictor (depending on the energy
source) and knows its energy consumption, G-WHARP does not incur
any extra communication overhead to obtain the information required
for determining its forwarding availability. For the same reason, be-
ing this information readily available to the node at the beginning
of every decision epoch, there is no ‘‘convergence lag’’, a problem
that instead affects many reinforcement learning-based solutions for
wireless networks [25].

2 We were able to demonstrate that solving the MDP heuristically saves
so much computational energy that the loss in optimality is compensated by
the energy savings. The computational costs of the heuristic and of the optimal
method were measured using the hardware of the MagoNode++ mote. Results
show that running the heuristic consumes approximately 7.3 times less energy
than using BVI [24].

Algorithm ComputeAction(𝑠𝑛, ℎ𝑛)
1: 𝑒𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛 + ℎ𝑛 − 𝑒𝑠𝑛 #Compute the available energy for packet forwarding
2: 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) = 𝑟 ⋅

∑𝑒𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) − 𝑐 ⋅

∑∞
𝑒𝑓𝑛 =𝑒𝑛

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) #Compute the reward function

3: if 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) > 0 then #Threshold policy
4: Avail𝑖 = green #Positive forwarding availability
5: else
6: Avail𝑖 = red #Negative forwarding availability

3.3. Packet handling in G-WHARP

When a node 𝑖 with hop count HC𝑖 > 1 has a data packet 𝑝 to
transmit, it selects the best forwarder among its neighboring nodes
by executing Algorithm ForwardPacket(𝑝, HC𝑖).3 Node 𝑖 broadcasts a
wake-up sequence 𝑤𝑖 aimed at waking up its neighboring nodes with
hop count HC𝑖 − 1 and positive forwarding availability (line 1). After
the transmission of 𝑤𝑖, node 𝑖 turns its main radio on (line 2). It then
awaits to receive GREEN (control) packets from the neighboring nodes
it just woke up. The node 𝑗 whose GREEN packet is received first
is selected as the forwarder of packet 𝑝 (line 3). All GREEN packets
received subsequently are discarded. After 𝑝 is transmitted to node 𝑗
(line 4), node 𝑖 awaits to receive an acknowledgment packet ACK from
node 𝑗 (line 5), after which it turns its main radio back off (line 6).
The implementation of the wait for statements at lines 3 and 5 include
failsafe procedures based on timers as suitable thresholds, as detailed
below.

Algorithm ForwardPacket(𝑝, HC𝑖)
1: BroadcastWakeUpSequence(𝑤𝑖 = ⟨HC𝑖 − 1|green⟩) #Broadcast wake-up

sequence 𝑤𝑖

2: MainRadio(ON) #Turn the main radio on
3: wait for GREEN packet from node 𝑗 #Wait for GREEN packets
4: TransmitPacket(𝑝, 𝑗) #Transmit packet 𝑝 to node 𝑗
5: wait for ACK packet from node 𝑗 #Wait for an ACK packet
6: MainRadio(OFF) #Turn the main radio off

Upon receiving a wake-up sequence 𝑤𝑖 from node 𝑖, each neighbor-
ing node 𝑗 executes Algorithm CandidateForwarder(𝑤𝑖). Node 𝑗 starts
by checking whether it could provide a positive advancement of a data
packet toward the sink, i.e., if the hop count component 𝑤𝑖↓𝐻𝐶 of the
wake-up sequence 𝑤𝑖 just received equals HC𝑗 . It also checks whether in
this decision epoch it is available for forwarding data packets (line 1).
In the negative, node 𝑗 keeps its main radio off and does not participate
to the forwarder selection process. Otherwise, it computes a delay 𝛿𝑗
and awaits 𝛿𝑗 time units before turning its main radio on (lines 2 and
3).4 At this point it broadcasts a GREEN packet indicating that it is
available as a forwarder for a data packet (line 4). A GREEN packet
carries information about the identity of node 𝑗 so that, in case node 𝑖
selects node 𝑗 as the forwarder, the data packet can be sent directly to
it. The function of the delay 𝛿𝑗 is twofold. On one side, as each node 𝑗
that has woken up will compute a different 𝛿𝑗 with high probability,
it aims at decreasing the possibility of collisions of multiple GREEN
packets at node 𝑖. On the other, it is used to provide node 𝑖 with an in-
dication of how suitable node 𝑗 is to effectively forward packets toward
the sink: The better a node 𝑗 is to be a forwarder, the shorter its 𝛿𝑗 .
(Details on the computation of 𝛿𝑗 are provided later in Section 3.4.)
Once node 𝑗 has sent the GREEN packet, it awaits to receive the packet

3 If its hop count HC𝑖 = 1 node 𝑖 sends the packet directly to the sink.
4 Each node handles only one forwarding request at a time. Particularly, a

node that has been woken up ignores new wake-up sequences until it is done
with the current forwarding.
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to be forwarded (line 5). If packet 𝑝 is received, node 𝑗 transmits an
acknowledgment packet ACK to node 𝑖 and goes back to sleep (lines
6 and 7). It will then start the forwarder selection process again by
executing Algorithm ForwardPacket(𝑝, HC𝑗). Otherwise, if packet 𝑝 is
sent to some other node 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗 or it is not received within a certain
time, node 𝑗 goes back to sleep, i.e., it turns its main radio off.

Algorithm CandidateForwarder(𝑤𝑖)
1: if (𝑤𝑖↓𝐻𝐶== 𝐻𝐶𝑗 ) && (Avail𝑗 == green) then
2: Compute 𝛿𝑗 and wait for 𝛿𝑗 time units #Compute and wait a delay 𝛿𝑗
3: MainRadio(ON) #Turn the main radio on
4: BroadcastPacket(GREEN) #Broadcast a GREEN packet
5: wait for packet 𝑝 from node 𝑖 #Wait for data packet 𝑝
6: TransmitPacket(ACK, 𝑖) #Send an ACK to node 𝑖
7: MainRadio(OFF) #Turn main radio OFF

An example of packet forwarding in G-WHARP. We conclude the
description of G-WHARP with an example of its packet forwarding
mechanism. Fig. 1 depicts a scenario where node 𝑖 with hop count
HC𝑖 = 𝓁 > 1 has a data packet to transmit and nodes 𝑗1, 𝑗2, 𝑗3 and
𝑗4 are within its wake-up radio range. Nodes 𝑗1, 𝑗2 and 𝑗4 all have hop
count HC𝑗1 = HC𝑗2 = HC𝑗4 = 𝓁 − 1. Node 𝑗3 has instead hop count
HC𝑗3 = 𝓁 + 1.

By executing Algorithm ForwardPacket(𝑝, HC𝑖) node 𝑖 broadcast the
wake-up sequence 𝑤𝑖 = ⟨HC𝑖−1|𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛⟩ to its four neighbors. Having red
forwarding availability node 𝑗2 will stay asleep and will not participate
to the forwarder selection process. Despite its positive availability,
node 𝑗3 will also stay asleep, as it would move the packet farther away
from the sink (HC𝑗3 > HC𝑖). Only nodes 𝑗1 and 𝑗4 meet the conditions
to participate in the forwarder selection process. Upon deciding to
wake up they compute the delays 𝛿𝑗1 and 𝛿𝑗4 , respectively. Once their
delay has passed, each of them activates its main radio, broadcasts a
GREEN packet and starts a data packet waiting timer. Node 𝑖 transmits
the DATA packet 𝑝 to the node whose GREEN packet was received
first, i.e., node 𝑗1. After reception of packet 𝑝, node 𝑗1 acknowledges
it and turns off its main radio. It will soon start a forwarder selection
process itself, by executing Algorithm ForwardPacket(𝑝, HC𝑗1 ) to keep
forwarding packet 𝑝. Node 𝑖 goes back to sleep after receiving the ACK
from node 𝑗1. The subsequent GREEN packet from node 𝑗4 is ignored.
As node 𝑗4 does not receive a DATA packet addressed to it, it goes back
to sleep after a set waiting time.

3.4. Failsafe procedures and optimization

Timers and thresholds. For the sake of clarity, the description of
algorithms ForwardPacket and CandidateForwarder omits the details of
failsafe procedures that are intended to take care of all those cases when
a node expects to receive a packet and instead it does not. Although
not critical for the understanding of the operations of G-WHARP, these
procedures need to be implemented, and parameters need to be chosen
and tuned appropriately, which we did for the experimental evaluation
of our protocol (Section 4). Particularly, in order to implement the wait
for statement of line 3 of Algorithm ForwardPacket senders need to set
a timer to a time 𝑡𝑔 by which they expect to receive a GREEN packet.
If a sender does not receive a GREEN packet, it repeats the process of
seeking for a forwarder for a maximum of 𝐾 > 0 times, after which it
drops the packet.

For implementing the wait for statement of line 5 of Algorithm For-
wardPacket a sender needs to set a timer to a time 𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 by which it
expects to receive a packet ACK acknowledging the correct reception
of packet 𝑝. If the acknowledgment is not received by 𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘, the sender
selects a backoff time, after which it sends packet 𝑝 again to the selected
forwarder for a maximum of 𝐿 > 0 times. If after 𝐿 attempts the

packet has not been acknowledged, the sender goes back to select a
new forwarder.

Finally, for implementing the wait for statement of line 5 of Algo-
rithm CandidateForwarder a receiver needs to set a timer to a time 𝑡𝑝 by
which it expects to receive a data packet 𝑝. If a packet is not received
by this time, the receiver turns its main radio off.

Calculation of the delay 𝛿. Whenever node 𝑖 sends a wake-up se-
quence, each neighboring node 𝑗 that has elected to participate to the
forwarder selection process replies with a GREEN packet after a delay 𝛿𝑗
computed as follows:

𝛿𝑗 = (1 −
𝑏𝑗

𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥
) ⋅ 𝛿max + 𝛿rand, (4)

where 𝑏𝑗 is node 𝑗 currently available energy, 𝛿max is the maximum
possible delay, and 𝛿rand < 𝛿max is an extra small random delay used
to avoid collisions of GREEN packets at the sender. As mentioned, the
delay 𝛿𝑗 has the twofold aim of decreasing the possibility of collisions
of multiple GREEN packets at node 𝑖 and favors the choice of the best
forwarder, namely, of the node with the highest energy. In other words,
the higher the energy at a node, the lower its delay in replying to
the sender, and therefore the higher its chances to be selected as a
forwarder.

Caching IDs for optimized performance. The forwarder selection pro-
cess can be time and energy consuming because of the multiple GREEN
packet transmissions needed to find a forwarder 𝑗. In order to decrease
delay and energy consumption, in the actual implementation of Algo-
rithm ForwardPacket we let node 𝑖 cache the ID of its last successful
forwarder 𝑗 for a predefined amount of time. All packets that node 𝑖
needs to transmit within this time will be transmitted to node 𝑗 directly,
without any new forwarder selection process. All that node 𝑖 has to do
in this case is to wake node 𝑗 up by using its ID𝑗 as wake-up sequence
and then transmit the packet on the main radio. If the data packet sent
to node 𝑗 is not successfully received, node 𝑖 will re-transmit the wake-
up sequence directly to node 𝑗 for at most 𝐿 times. If all retransmission
attempts fail, node 𝑖 falls back to selecting a new forwarder as described
above.

4. Performance evaluation

We evaluate the performance of G-WHARP by varying general sys-
tem parameters (Section 4.2) and by comparing it to the performance
of two state-of-the-art forwarding strategies for wake-up radio-based
green wireless networks, namely, GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR (Sec-
tion 4.3). All protocols have been implemented in the open-source
GreenCastalia simulator [13], an extension of the OMNeT++ based
Castalia simulator [27] that we have developed to model green wireless
networks in details. We further extended GreenCastalia to model a
real wake-up radio-based system. Our extension mimics the behavior
of the MagoNode++ mote that supports an ultra-low-power receiver
and a wake-up transmitter capable of sending wake-up sequences with
semantic addressing [28]. Two different versions of the wake-up system
have been designed, both using the On–Off Keying (OOK) modulation
and each optimized to work at a different transmission frequency,
i.e., 868 MHz and 433 MHz. In this section, we provide results for the
former type of wake-up radio. The wake-up transmitter supports differ-
ent data rates to transmit wake-up sequences, i.e., {1, 5, 10} kbps. Our
performance evaluation considers all of the three data rates supported
by the MagoNode++ mote. The resource manager module of Green-
Castalia is also extended to take into account the energy consumed
for executing the heuristic that solves the MDP used by G-WHARP
(Section 3.2 and [24]). The computational energy consumption value
used in this work is the outcome of real measurements using the
MagoNode++ mote. In particular, we implemented both MDP solu-
tions, namely, the heuristics and Backward Value Iteration (BVI), in
TinyOS, the operating system used by the MagoNode++. Our measure-
ments confirm the lighter computational requirements of the heuristic
solution, which consumes 7.3 times less energy than the BVI-based
solution [24].
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Fig. 1. G-WHARP forwarding: An example.

4.1. Simulation scenario and parameter settings

For all our experiments we consider green wireless networks with
a number 𝑁 of sensor nodes varying in the set {48, 64, 128}. Nodes are
randomly and uniformly placed in a rectangular area of size 224 × 56
m2. This gives rise to networks with different densities: Sparse (𝑁 =
48), medium (𝑁 = 64), and dense (𝑁 = 128). The sink node is located
at the lower left corner of the deployment area. Nodes perform sensing
measurements generating data of 38B (data packet payload) at an
inter-arrival rate from {5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5} seconds. Payload size and
data generation rates are consistent with those of several applications
for green networking. The total packet size is 58B, which includes
additional bytes of headers at various layers. GREEN (control) packets
are 6B long. Data and control packets are transmitted on the main radio
at a rate of 250 kbps, with a maximum transmission range of 60 m.
Wake-up sequences are 8 bit long.5 They are transmitted by the wake-
up radio at a rate varying in the set {1, 5, 10} kbps. The transmission
range of the wake-up radio is set to 25 m, in agreement with the
ranging measurements of our wake-up radio prototype [29]. (According
to these measurements, at this distance, the waking up probability
is higher than 90%.) Both radios implement the additive interference
model to determine simultaneous transmissions from multiple nodes.
All nodes but the sink are equipped with energy harvesters. They draw
energy from the environment by using either solar cells (solar nodes in
the following) or micro wind turbines (wind nodes). We consider real
harvesting traces obtained from the National Renewable Laboratory at
Oak Ridge [30] and collected in Rome, Italy, for one month during
summer (solar and wind traces, respectively). Fig. 2 shows the har-
vesting power of the real traces used in our performance evaluation.
Differences on the harvested power among the days considered are due
to the weather variations, i.e., sunny vs. cloudy days. We observe that,
on average, wind nodes harvest 6 times less energy than solar nodes.
The harvested energy is stored in a supercapacitor with maximum
operating voltage of 2.3 V and capacitance of 50 F. Supercapacitors
are initially fully charged and their cutoff value, i.e., minimum op-
erating voltage, is set to 1.8 V according to the specifications of the
MagoNode++ mote. The caching expiration time was set to 220 s,
as a result of several experiments with different values. The energy

5 Wake-up sequences could be longer. Our choice is based on the number
of bits required to support unique identification in the most denser networks
we consider in our performance evaluation, i.e., networks with 128 nodes.

Fig. 2. Sample of harvested power: Solar vs. wind.

model considered in our scenarios is based on the MagoNode++ mote.
All simulation parameters used in our experiments are summarized in
Table 1, including the power consumption of the four main components
of the MagoNode++ mote, namely, its main radio, its wake-up radio,
the micro-controller (MCU) in charge of executing the heuristic to solve
the MDP, and the sensory component. Values for the MCU are based
on real measurements on the MagoNode++ mote. The total duration
of the simulation was set to 4 days. Results are collected during the
last two days of simulated time, as the first two days are required
to reach steady-state performance.6 All results have been obtained by
averaging the outcomes of a number of simulation runs that achieves
a 95% confidence with 5% precision.

4.2. Challenging G-WHARP by varying system parameters

In this first set of experiments we investigate the performance of
G-WHARP when varying four key system settings: (1) The energy type

6 This long transient time is required mostly by the energy predictor for
providing accurate energy harvesting forecasting.
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Table 1
Simulation parameters.

Notation Definition Value

General Parameters

𝑇𝑠 Simulation duration 4 days
– Deployment area (m2) 224 × 56
𝑁 Network size (# of nodes) 48, 64, 128
𝑖𝑎𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒 Data packet inter-arrival time 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 s
– Data packet payload size 38B
– Data packet total size 58B
– GREEN packet size 6B
– Energy harvesting source Wind, heterogeneous, solar
– Capacitance of supercapacitor 50 F
– Supercapacitor max operating

voltage
2.3 V

– Supercapacitor cutoff voltage 1.8 V
𝑅𝑚 Main radio range 60 m
– Main radio data rate 250 kbps
𝑅𝑤 Wake-up radio range 25 m
– Wake-up radio data rate 1, 5, 10 kbps

G-WHARP Parameters

𝑡𝑔 GREEN packets waiting timer 45 ms
𝑡𝑝 DATA packet waiting timer 48.9 ms
𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 ACK packet waiting timer 8.5 ms
𝑇𝑐 Expiration of cached forwarders 220 s
𝛿max Maximum GREEN delay 35 ms
𝛿rand Extra random GREEN delay [0, 10 ms]
– Decision epoch length 720 s
𝐾 Max data packet retransmissions 10
𝐿 Max data packet retransmissions

using caching
2

– Energy predictor AEWMA [26]

Power consumption specifics

Component State Value

Main radio Tx (−2 dBm) 31.2 mW
Rx 33.6 mW

Wake-up radio WUR Tx (10 dBm) 90 mW
WUR Rx 1.071 μW

MCU Idle 0.036 μW
Active 54 μW

Sensor Active 3 mW

that nodes can harvest; (2) the network density; (3) the data rate of the
wake-up radio, and (4) the data packet inter-arrival time. We analyze
and discuss the impact of each of the varied system parameters on the
performance of G-WHARP with respect to the following key metrics:
(i) The average time a node spends transmitting wake-up sequences
(WUR Tx); (ii) the total energy consumption spent by the network, (iii)
the protocol packet delivery ratio, and (iv) the end-to-end latency. In
each experiment, we vary only one of the system parameters at a time,
setting the others at fixed values.

1. G-WHARP vs. energy harvesting source. The performance of G-WHARP
for varying energy harvesting sources is depicted in Fig. 3. We consider
three kinds of networks where either all nodes are equipped with solar
cells, or they are all using micro wind turbines, or half of the nodes are
equipped with solar cells and the remaining nodes harvest energy using
micro wind turbines (heterogeneous harvesting scenario). The network
density is set to medium (64 nodes), the wake-up radio data rate to
5 kbps, and the data average inter-arrival time to 1 s. As a general trend,
networks with solar nodes always achieve better performance than
networks with wind nodes. The higher energy intakes of solar nodes
affect their operations positively, affording them better performance.
The time a node spends on transmitting wake-up sequences is always
below 0.025% of the simulation time, as shown in Fig. 3a.

In general, the more energy a node harvests, the less it goes all-off.
As a result, the probability of finding a next-hop forwarder decreases
with increasing all-off time, which results to more re-transmissions
of wake-up sequences and a lower packet delivery ratio. In addition,
G-WHARP uses a caching mechanism to directly forward the data

packet to a known (cached) next-hop forwarder (Section 3.4). How-
ever, when nodes go all-off more frequently, the chances of having a
cached node that is all-off increase. Particularly, wind nodes go all-
off approximately 1.5 times more than nodes in heterogeneous-source
networks, 2% and 1.38% of the time, respectively, while solar nodes
remain operational 100% of the time. This allows solar nodes to spend
14% less time on transmitting wake-up sequences than wind nodes due
to the lower number of re-transmissions. As expected, when half of the
nodes are wind nodes we observe that the network performs slightly
better than networks with only wind nodes. While the presence of solar
nodes benefits network performance, we observe minor improvements
with respect to networks with only wind nodes. This is due to the low
energy intake of wind nodes that impacts the time nodes go all-off,
weakening the benefits of using solar nodes. Networks with only wind
nodes consume more energy to successfully deliver packets to the sink
than solar nodes, as the number of re-transmissions increases (Fig. 3b).
Fig. 3c shows that networks with solar nodes deliver approximately
22% and 24.8% more packets to the sink than networks with hetero-
geneous and wind energy harvesting sources, respectively, with similar
end-to-end latency (always below 0.05 s).

2. G-WHARP vs. network density. Fig. 4 depicts the performance of
G-WHARP when network density varies. Results are depicted for het-
erogeneous harvesting. All other parameters stay as in the previous
experiment. As expected, the time a node spends transmitting wake-up
sequences decreases with increasing density: The denser the network,
the higher the number of nodes in the wake-up range of a node.
Particularly, nodes in sparse networks transmit wake-up sequences for
an average of 1.4 and 3.2 times longer than nodes in medium and
dense networks, respectively (Fig. 4a). The total energy consumption
decreases with increasing network density: As the number of nodes in
the network increases, the number of data packets that a node processes
decreases. When nodes in denser networks have to process fewer pack-
ets, they deal with fewer packet retransmissions and they activate their
main radio less frequently, which results in lower energy consumption
(Fig. 4b). For instance, sparse networks spend approximately 5% and
21% more energy than medium and dense networks, respectively. This
also affects the end-to-end latency, allowing nodes in denser networks
to deliver data packets to the sink 2.26% and 4.62% faster than in
medium and sparse networks, respectively. Finally, the packet delivery
ratio of a dense network is higher than that observed in medium and
sparse networks with 15% and 21% more packets delivered to the sink,
respectively (Fig. 4c). This, again, is because of the higher number of
nodes that are available as forwarders in dense networks.

3. G-WHARP vs. wake-up radio data rate. Results concerning the per-
formance of G-WHARP when varying the wake-up radio data rate are
depicted in Fig. 5 (the rest of the parameters are set as in previous
scenarios). Nodes use their wake-up radio transmitter for longer time
at lower data rates (Fig. 5a). At the lowest data rate, nodes spend
approximately 5 and 12 times the time than when transmitting at 5
and 10 kbps, respectively. This is because of the longer bit duration
at lower data rates. As shown in Fig. 5b, a lower data rate implies
higher energy consumption. The causes of this are multifold. First and
foremost, the more a node uses its wake-up transmitter, the more
energy it spends. Secondly, because of the higher energy consumption
at lower data rates, nodes go all-off more frequently. For instance,
a node transmitting at 1 kbps goes all-off 10 times more than when
transmitting at 5 kbps, while nodes transmitting at the highest data
rate remain operational for approximately 99.9% of the time. This
penalizes nodes transmitting at lower rates leading to a higher number
of wake-up sequences re-transmissions for finding a forwarder. In fact,
the energy consumption at the highest rate is significantly less than
the energy spent when transmitting at medium and low data rates.
In particular, transmitting at the highest wake-up data rate, i.e., 10
kbps, requires an average of 2.3 and 4 times less energy than when
transmitting at 5 and 1 kbps, respectively. As expected, the highest the
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Fig. 3. Performance analysis of G-WHARP for varying energy harvesting sources.

Fig. 4. Performance analysis of G-WHARP for varying network density.

wake-up data rate, the lower the end-to-end latency. Particularly, the
end-to-end latency at 10 kbps is 2.75 and 1.14 times lower than that
at 1 and 5 kbps, respectively. This is because at lower data rates a node
occupies the channel for a longer time, which also increases the number
of wake-up sequence re-transmissions. Not surprisingly, because of the
longer operational time and hence the lower energy consumption, the
higher packet delivery ratio at the highest data rate is particularly
noticeable (Fig. 5c). We observe that at the highest data rate, the packet
delivery ratio is 25% and 154% higher than at medium and low data
rate, respectively.

4. G-WHARP vs. packet inter-arrival time. Fig. 6 shows the performance
of G-WHARP for varying data packet inter-arrival times. We observe
that at the highest traffic nodes are all-off for up to 10% more time
than at lower traffic. Even caching the ID of a known good forwarder
helps little, as the probability of having a cached node that is all-off
increases. Our results confirm this intuition. In fact, for increasing traf-
fic: Nodes spend more time transmitting wake-up sequences (Fig. 6a);
the network experiences higher energy consumption (Fig. 6b), and the
packet delivery ratio decreases (Fig. 6c). We notice however, that G-
WHARP successfully delivers all packets for inter-arrival times higher
than 1 s. The advantage of caching for end-to-end latency becomes
more prominent with increasing traffic. This is because nodes eliminate
the delays of channel access/relay selection by transmitting to a known
forwarder more frequently, which also compensates for the higher
percentage of all-off nodes. In particular, we observe that nodes at the
highest traffic successfully deliver packets to the sink 1.41 times faster
than at the lowest traffic case.

4.3. Comparative performance evaluation

For the comparison of the performance of G-WHARP, GreenRoutes
and CTP-WUR we consider the general scenario of green wireless
networks of medium density with heterogeneous energy harvesting
sources. We start by providing a brief summary of the essential working
of GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR. We then proceed to describe the scenario
settings, the investigated metrics and the performance results.

4.3.1. Benchmark forwarding strategies
G-WHARP is compared to two state-of-the-art forwarding strategies

for green networks, namely, GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR, each being a
paradigm of a different forwarding design choice. Particularly, Green-
Routes represents end-to-end energy-driven route selection protocols
and CTP-WUR follows the paradigm of traditional tree-based routing. A
brief description of GreenRoutes is provided in Section 2. In this section
we briefly describe CTP-WUR.

CTP-WUR [9] is the wake-up radio-based version of the well-known
Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [31]. Both protocols determine a tree-
based topology to forward data packets from their sources to the sink
(the root of the tree). The topology is maintained in time by using
an adaptive beaconing mechanism (control packets) for checking the
availability of parent nodes. In order to offset the mismatch between
the range of the wake-up radio and that of the main radio (the latter
usually being at least twice as long as the former), in CTP-WUR a node
forwards data packets directly to its grandparent without waking up
its parent, which only acts as a wake-up relay. This reduces energy
consumption and end-to-end latency, since relaying nodes only use
their wake-up radio, which consumes three orders of magnitude less
power than the main radio.

4.3.2. Simulation settings
In addition to the parameter settings described in Section 4.1 we

consider packets whose total size is as follows. G-WHARP and Green-
Routes have packets of 58B, which include the bytes of the headers
added at different layers. Packets for CTP-WUR are longer because
they carry information needed at the MAC and network layer. As a
result they are 70B long. G-WHARP, GreenRoutes, and CTP-WUR also
transmit control packets whose lengths are 6B (GREEN packets), 14B
(total size of RTS and CTS packets), and 25B (beacons), respectively.
We conducted experiments with varying wake-up radio data rate. As
results at different rates show similar trends, in this paper we report
only results on wake-up radios operating at the highest data rate,
i.e., 10 kbps. Results are shown for increasing traffic.

4.3.3. Performance metrics
Performance comparison is assessed through the investigation of the

following metrics.
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Fig. 5. Performance analysis of G-WHARP for varying wake-up radio data rate.

Fig. 6. Performance analysis of G-WHARP for varying packet inter-arrival time.

• Packet overhead, defined as the fraction of the total number of
control packet transmitted (in bytes) over the total number of
packets successfully delivered to the sink (in bytes).

• Time spent transmitting and receiving, computed as the average
percentage of the time a node spends transmitting/receiving on
the main radio (including the percentage of time nodes spent with
their main radio on for hop count determination).

• Energy consumption, defined as the overall energy consumed by
the network (including the energy needed for hop count determi-
nation when needed).

• Packet delivery ratio, defined as the percentage of packets correctly
delivered to the sink.

• End-to-end latency, defined as the time from packet generation to
its delivery to the sink.

Similarly to the first set of experiments, all metrics are collected
after the initial network setup phase, which includes hop count deter-
mination and training times for the energy predictor.

4.3.4. Performance results
Results are as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

∙ Packet overhead. Fig. 7a depicts the control packet overhead for
increasing traffic.

As a general trend, the packet overhead decreases with increas-
ing traffic up until the inter-arrival time averages to 1 s for both
GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR and to 0.75 s for G-WHARP. This is be-
cause G-WHARP and GreenRoutes implement a caching mechanism
that allows a sender node to directly transmit packets to a known
forwarder (without a forwarder selection process), which results in
fewer transmissions of control packets. In CTP-WUR nodes transmit
beacons independently of the traffic with a rate that dynamically adapts
to network changes, allowing fewer control packet transmissions with
increasing traffic. However, as the traffic increases beyond the inter-
arrival rate of 1 s, nodes start to go all-off, which affects the network
topology. This makes increasingly difficult to find next hop relays,
intensifying control traffic and hence overhead. At the lowest traffic,
G-WHARP has a packet overhead that is approximately 1.5 and 2.65
times lower than that of GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR, respectively. This
depends on the different size of control packets, as well as on the

design principles of each forwarding strategy. GreenRoutes uses a cross-
layer mechanism à la RTS/CTS to reserve the channel and select a
forwarder. G-WHARP outperforms GreenRoutes because it uses only one
control packet, i.e., the GREEN packet, while it takes advantage of
the wake-up messages to eliminate the transmission of control packets
like the RTS. It also implements a more effective MDP-based next-
hop forwarder selection mechanism. It is no surprise that CTP-WUR,
which is a tree-based strategy, exhibits the worst performance, inde-
pendently of traffic. This is because CTP-WUR requires the transmission
of beacons, which are 25B long, to establish, repair, or maintain its
tree-based topology, leading to higher control packet overhead. Fur-
thermore, G-WHARP and GreenRoutes reap the benefit of the use of
caching techniques to directly forward packets to a known forwarder,
which results in fewer transmissions of control packets. At the highest
traffic we observe that CTP-WUR incurs an overhead that is 4.81 times
higher than that of G-WHARP. While GreenRoutes uses the ID caching
mechanism, it suffers a control packet overhead that is 1.97 times
higher than that of G-WHARP. The causes of this are twofold. First and
foremost, this is because GreenRoutes has an RTS for each CTS, while
G-WHARP saves on RTSs by using the less expensive wake-up radio.
Secondly, the G-WHARP reward function explicitly seeks to optimize
the forwarding availability of the nodes, which corresponds to shorter
all-off times.
∙ Time spent transmitting and receiving. As the traffic increases, nodes
spend more time transmitting and receiving (Fig. 7b). Independently
of traffic, G-WHARP outperforms both protocols, followed by CTP-WUR
and GreenRoutes. At the lowest traffic, G-WHARP uses the main radio
an average of 4.6 and 2 times less than GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR,
respectively. This is because for each data packet G-WHARP requires
only the subset of the energy-capable neighbors of the sender to reply
with a GREEN packet. Nodes running GreenRoutes, instead, spend more
time transmitting and receiving because they need to transmit CTSs and
RTSs, all on their main radio. Finally, in CTP-WUR nodes periodically
broadcast control packets for building or maintaining the tree topology
using their main radio. We observe that despite the bigger packets,
CTP-WUR uses the main radio less than GreenRoutes. This is because
CTP-WUR paces the transmission of control packets according to topol-
ogy dynamics, which are fairly low at low traffic. At the highest traffic,
nodes in G-WHARP activate their main radio for approximately 16%
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Fig. 7. Control packet overhead and time spent with the main radio on.

and 52% less time than CTP-WUR and GreenRoutes, respectively. In
addition to the reasons listed above, we observe that the higher packet
overhead of GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR leads to a higher number of
control packet collisions on the main radio, which further increases
the number of packet re-transmissions and overhead. As a result, nodes
running GreenRoutes or CTP-WUR spend more time with their main
radio on.
∙ Energy consumption. The average energy consumed by the network is
shown in Fig. 8a.

Clearly, energy consumption increases with traffic. Independently of
traffic, G-WHARP always outperforms the other approaches, followed
by CTP-WUR and GreenRoutes. Particularly, G-WHARP pays out up
to 2.4 and 1.4 times less energy than GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR,
respectively. This result is consistent with the time nodes spend trans-
mitting and receiving (Fig. 7b), the main radio being the major culprit
of energy consumption. At the lowest traffic G-WHARP is 59% and 28%
more energy efficient than GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR, respectively.
As the traffic increases nodes transmit more control and data packets,
which requires more energy. At the highest traffic G-WHARP consumes
26% and 14% less energy than GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR, respectively.
∙ Packet delivery ratio. Fig. 8b depicts the average packet delivery
ratio of the three forwarding strategies. As a general trend, the packet
delivery ratio decreases with increasing traffic. This is because of
the higher number of interference and hence of re-transmissions. In
addition, as traffic increases, the performance is detrimentally affected
by the higher number of nodes that go all-off. All protocols perform
well at lower traffic by successfully delivering almost all data packets
to the sink. In fact, only GreenRoutes suffers some packet loss. This
is because of the nature of its caching mechanism: A sender that has
a next-hop relay in its cache will directly forward the packet to that
cached node. As such, if the cached node is no longer available, the
sender node will drop the packet after a set number of attempts. The
caching mechanism implemented by G-WHARP is not beset by this
problem, as a node performs a new forwarder selection if transmissions
to a cached node are not successful. At the highest traffic, G-WHARP
delivers approximately 10% and 26% more packets to the sink than
GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR, respectively. The tree-based topology of
CTP-WUR dictates that a node has only one possible forwarder to
forward a data packet (its grandparent). When nodes are all-off for a
longer time, sender nodes cannot always find their preset grandparent
on. When the grandparent of a sender node is not reachable for a set
number of times, the sender attempts to forward the packet to its par-
ent. If this transmission also fails, the packet is dropped. On the other
hand, G-WHARP and GreenRoutes have more candidate forwarders for
their packets, which allows them to deliver a higher number of packets.
∙ End-to-end latency. Fig. 8c shows the average end-to-end latency in-
curred by packets correctly delivered to the sink. As the traffic increases
G-WHARP and GreenRoutes show decreasing latency, while CTP-WUR
shows a negligibly increasing one. In the case of G-WHARP and Green-
Routes latency decreases because nodes take increasing advantage of
caching, which eliminates the delays of the channel access handshake:
The more the packets, the more they are delivered directly through

caching, the less the handshake-induced latency. Latency instead re-
mains largely independent of traffic for CTP-WUR, because of the
simple tree-based mechanism for determining routes, and the relay of
wake-up sequences that reduces route length. Independently of traffic,
G-WHARP consistently delivers packets faster. At the lowest traffic, G-
WHARP delivers a packet to the sink 2.9 and 1.7 times faster than
GreenRoutes and CTP-WUR, respectively. At the highest, G-WHARP
packets are successfully delivered to the sink an average of 1.98 and 2.2
times faster than CTP-WUR and GreenRoutes, respectively. G-WHARP
outperforms GreenRoutes because of its ‘‘lighter’’ handshake. It is faster
of CTP-WUR mainly because of caching. In general, CTP-WUR delivers
packets faster than GreenRoutes, because of the cross-layer nature of
GreenRoutes, which requires the RTS/CTS handshake. However, we
observe that GreenRoutes is faster than CTP-WUR when the traffic
inter-arrival time exceeds 2 s. This is because at high traffic nodes go
all-off more frequently and CTP-WUR sender nodes might not find their
set grandparent or parent available. If this is the case, the CTP-WUR
tree needs to be re-built, which takes time. Instead, sender nodes in
GreenRoutes select one relay among multiple nodes, and even if some
of them could be all-off, the chances of finding at least one available
are higher.

We conclude the comparison of G-WHARP, GreenRoutes and CTP-
WUR by showing a per-node perspective of the impact on performance
of the different forwarding paradigms. Fig. 9 shows a sample network
topology. Circles represent nodes that harvest energy through solar
panels, while triangles represent nodes that harvest energy through
small wind turbines. The sink is depicted as a star at the bottom
left corner of the deployment area. Figs. 9a, 9c, and 9e depict nodes
whose size is proportional to the time they use their wake-up radio
for transmitting and whose color indicates the time their main radio
is on. The figures on the right column, namely, Figs. 9b, 9d, and 9f,
show nodes whose size is proportional to the time their main radio is
on and whose color indicates the node energy consumption. In general,
the smaller the size and the lighter the color, the better.

Nodes that are closer to the sink have bigger sizes and darker color
because of the higher traffic they manage (‘‘funnel effect’’, typical of
wireless sensor networking). We also observe that, in general, nodes
running G-WHARP have smaller sizes and show lighter colors. From
Figs. 9a, 9c, and 9e we observe that the G-WHARP forwarder selection
mechanism distributes traffic in a more balanced way as its MDP-
based proactive selection mechanism is solely based on node energy.
Not surprisingly, the less a node uses its main radio, the less energy
it consumes (Figs. 9b, 9d, and 9f). Most of the nodes running G-
WHARP incur low energy consumption (Fig. 9b), which allows them to
be operational for a longer time. In CTP-WUR nodes that are chosen
as parents have bigger size since they use their wake-up radio for
transmitting wake-up messages more (Fig. 9c). The higher the time
a node spends on communication, the higher its energy consumption
(Fig. 9d). Similarly, nodes that are colored in the shades of darker colors
correspond to nodes that are more frequently chosen as grandparents.
These are the nodes that activate their main radio more frequently. A
similar pattern is observed in Fig. 9e for GreenRoutes since nodes can
be repeatedly selected as next-hop relays due to caching.
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Fig. 8. Total energy consumption, packet delivery ratio, and end-to-end latency.

Fig. 9. Per node snapshots: G-WHARP vs. CTP-WUR vs. GreenRoutes.

5. Conclusion

This paper concerns green wireless networks, namely wireless net-
works where nodes are endowed with wake-up radio capabilities and
energy harvesters. We present an MDP-aided forwarding strategy,
named G-WHARP, where nodes autonomously and proactively decide
whether they are available for data forwarding based on their current
and harvestable energy. A threshold policy is used for solving the
MDP, which is also taken under consideration in the performance
evaluation. Through a diverse set of simulation-based scenarios, we
show that G-WHARP always outperforms state-of-the-art forwarding
solutions by allowing nodes to remain operational for a longer time
while consuming less energy. Our results clearly show that the smart
exploitation of wake-up radios and energy harvesting technologies
leads to superior network performance.
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Appendix

In this section we provide proof that our heuristics for solving the
MDP (Algorithm ComputeAction, Section 3.2) obtains optimal solutions
as standard solution methods except for green decisions in epochs with
positive rewards and energy harvesting intakes. We recall that the
optimal policy 𝜋∗, i.e., the forwarding availability of a node (green when
available to forward or red otherwise), is obtained by solving the MDP
Bellman equations, namely, the following value functions:

𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛 (𝑠) = max

𝑎𝑛∈

{

𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) + 𝛾
∑

𝑠𝑛+1∈
𝑃 𝑎𝑛
𝑠𝑛→𝑠𝑛+1𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑠𝑛+1)

}

, (A.1)

where 𝑎𝑛 ranges in the set of actions  = {𝑎𝑔 , 𝑎𝑟}, and 𝑠𝑛+1 ranges in
the set of all possible states . (The discount factor 0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1 models
the uncertainty about the future: The farther the reward is in time, the
least important it is.)

Lemma 1. For each decision epoch 𝑛 = 1,… , �̂� the value function 𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛 (𝑠)

is non decreasing in 𝑠.

Proof. Let 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) be the probability that state 𝑠𝑛+1 in 𝑛+1 is > 𝑘−1,
namely, that the energy level of a node is greater than or equal to 𝑘:

𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) =
∞
∑

𝑠𝑛+1=𝑘
𝑃 𝑎
𝑠→𝑠𝑛+1

. (A.2)

We prove that 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) is non decreasing in 𝑠𝑛, for all 𝑘 ∈ , 𝑎𝑛 ∈ ,
and 𝑛 = 1,… , �̂� − 1. By contradiction, we assume that 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) is
a decreasing function of 𝑠𝑛, for all 𝑘, 𝑎𝑛 in decision epoch 𝑛. In two
consecutive states 𝑠+𝑛 and 𝑠−𝑛 , with 𝑠+𝑛 > 𝑠−𝑛 it is:

𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠+𝑛 , 𝑎𝑛) − 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠−𝑛 , 𝑎𝑛) < 0. (A.3)

Denoting with 𝑠+𝑛+1 and 𝑠−𝑛+1 the states in which the system transits from
𝑠+𝑛 and 𝑠−𝑛 in decision epoch 𝑛+ 1, respectively, we consider two cases.
(1) If 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟 the state transitions are deterministic and uniquely
identified by ℎ𝑛 and 𝑒𝑠𝑛, and therefore 𝑠+𝑛+1 > 𝑠−𝑛+1 with probability 1.
Specifically:

𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠+𝑛 , 𝑎𝑟) =

{

1 if 𝑠+𝑛+1 ≥ 𝑘,
0 otherwise.

(A.4)

(The definition of 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠−𝑛 , 𝑎𝑟) is similar.) Since 𝑠+𝑛+1 > 𝑠−𝑛+1, it follows
that 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠+𝑛 , 𝑎𝑟) ≥ 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠−𝑛 , 𝑎𝑟), against our assumption.
(2) If 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑔 the state transitions are probabilistic. Therefore:

𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠+𝑛 , 𝑎𝑔) =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑒+𝑛 −𝑘
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) if 𝑘 < 𝑒+𝑛 ,

0 otherwise.

(A.5)

(𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠−𝑛 , 𝑎𝑔) is defined similarly.) The intuition is that states higher than
𝑘 can be reached only if they are lower than the overall energy 𝑒𝑛
available for packet forwarding. As 𝑒+𝑛 > 𝑒−𝑛 , it is:

𝑒+𝑛 −𝑘
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) >

𝑒−𝑛 −𝑘
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 ). (A.6)

This implies that 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠+𝑛 , 𝑎𝑔) ≥ 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠−𝑛 , 𝑎𝑔), contradicting again our as-
sumption. Therefore, 𝑞𝑛(𝑘|𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) is non decreasing in 𝑠𝑛, for all 𝑘 ∈ ,
𝑎𝑛 ∈ , and 𝑛 = 1,… , �̂�− 1. The claim of this lemma then follows from
using Proposition 4.7.3 of [32], which requires that for each action 𝑎𝑛
and epoch 𝑛 the reward function 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) is non decreasing in 𝑠𝑛, which
is true by construction. ⋄

Lemma 1 is used in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1. For each decision epoch 𝑛, 𝑛 = 1,… , �̂�, and state 𝑠𝑛 ∈ 
such that 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) < 0, action 𝑎𝑟 is optimal.

Proof. Our proof is by contradiction. Let us assume that when the
reward is negative a node decides to transmit. This implies that the
value function associated to 𝑎𝑔 is higher than that associated to 𝑎𝑟 (from
Eqs. (1) and (A.1)):

𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) + 𝛾
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) > 𝛾𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛). (A.7)

Since 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) is negative, we have:
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) > 𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛). (A.8)

However, we just proved that 𝑉 𝜋∗ is non-decreasing (Lemma 1) and
𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛) cannot be lower than the weighted sum of values lower than

or equal to 𝑉 𝜋∗ (𝑒𝑛) itself, which contradicts our assumption. ⋄

Theorem 1 states that our heuristic outputs red as any standard
but computationally more expensive techniques for solving MDPs opti-
mally. In the following we show that the heuristic computes an optimal
green decision if no harvesting happens in epoch 𝑛.

Lemma 2. If ℎ𝑛 = 0 (no harvesting) for each 𝑛 = 1,… , �̂� and if
𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) < 0 then 𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛 (𝑠𝑛) = 0.

Proof. The proof is by backward induction on the number of epochs.
In decision epoch �̂�, 𝑉 𝜋∗

�̂� (𝑠) = max{𝑟(𝑠�̂�, 𝑎𝑔), 𝑟(𝑠�̂�, 𝑎𝑟)}. Since 𝑟(𝑠�̂�𝑎𝑟) = 0,

whenever 𝑟(𝑠�̂�, 𝑎𝑔) < 0 it is better to drop packets, and 𝑉 𝜋∗
�̂� (𝑠) = 0. Let

us consider a generic decision epoch 𝑛 with 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) < 0. Using Eqs. (1)
and (A.1):

𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛 (𝑠) = max{𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) + 𝛾

∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ), 𝛾𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛)}. (A.9)

As there is no harvesting, the energy level in epoch 𝑛 + 1 will be
lower than current energy, independently of the action. Therefore, the
reward function in the next state 𝑠𝑛+1 will be negative and by induction
hypothesis and Lemma 1, Eq. (A.9) can be rewritten as 𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛 (𝑠) =
max{𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔), 0}. Since 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) < 0, we have that 𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛 (𝑠) = 0. ⋄

Theorem 2. If there is no harvesting, for each decision epoch 𝑛, 𝑛 =
1,… , �̂�, and state 𝑠𝑛 ∈  such that 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) > 0, action 𝑎𝑔 is optimal.

Proof. The proof is by backward induction on the number of epochs.
If 𝑟(𝑠�̂�, 𝑎𝑔) > 0 it is better to transmit packets, otherwise the reward
would be 0. Let us now assume that in a generic decision epoch 𝑛
it is 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) > 0 but that the optimal action is to drop packets.
As a straightforward application of the value function definition, this
assumption can be written as:

𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) + 𝛾
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) < 𝛾𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛). (A.10)

Let us define 𝑠𝑛+1 = 𝑒𝑛, and let us evaluate Eq. (A.10) depending on
the value of 𝑟(𝑠𝑛+1, 𝑎𝑓 ). If 𝑟(𝑠𝑛+1, 𝑎𝑓 ) < 0 we know by the induction
hypothesis that 𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛+1(𝑠𝑛+1) = 0. Thanks to Lemma 1, Eq. (A.10) becomes

𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) < 0, which contradicts the assumption that 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) is positive.
If 𝑟(𝑠𝑛+1, 𝑎𝑓 ) > 0 we can expand the second term of Eq. (A.10) by using
the induction hypothesis as follows.

𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑔) + 𝛾
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) <

𝛾
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

𝑟(𝑠𝑛+1, 𝑎𝑔) + 𝛾
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+2(𝑒𝑛+1 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 )

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (A.11)
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As there is no harvesting, the energy available in state 𝑠𝑛 is greater than
or equal to that in state 𝑠𝑛+1, which implies that 𝑟(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑓 ) ≥ 𝑟(𝑠𝑛+1, 𝑎𝑓 ).
Therefore:
∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) <

∞
∑

𝑒𝑓𝑛 =0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑓𝑛 )𝑉

𝜋∗
𝑛+2(𝑒𝑛+1 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ). (A.12)

By Lemma 2 we know that each couple of terms 𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) and

𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+2(𝑒𝑛+1 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) are both zero if 𝑟(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 , 𝑎𝑓 ) is negative. When instead

𝑟(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 , 𝑎𝑓 ) > 0 we can expand 𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) via the induction

hypothesis as:

𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) = 𝑟(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 , 𝑎𝑔) +

𝛾
∞
∑

𝑒𝑡𝑥′=0

𝑝𝑒
𝑓
𝑛 (𝑒𝑡𝑥

′
)𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛+2(𝑒𝑛+1 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 − 𝑒𝑡𝑥
′
) >

𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+2(𝑒𝑛+1 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ), (A.13)

which is simply the value function equation computed in state 𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛
and decision epoch 𝑛+1. The last inequality holds because we know by
induction that if the reward is positive it is better to choose action 𝑎𝑔
than to drop packets. This implies that Eq. (A.12) cannot hold as we
have:

𝑉 𝜋∗
𝑛+1(𝑒𝑛 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ) > 𝑉 𝜋∗

𝑛+2(𝑒𝑛+1 − 𝑒𝑓𝑛 ). (A.14)

This contradicts our original assumption. ⋄
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